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Quiz topic: On the road 
 
1. If we leave a bit earlier, we’ll miss __________ and get out of town in no time. 
 
a) hurry hour 
b) rush hour 
c) get your skates on hour 
d) dash hour 
 
2. Look at that crazy driver. He must be _________ 160 kph!! 
 
a) driving 
b) doing 
c) making 
d) speeding 
 
3. I’m not driving into town, there’s absolutely nowhere _________. 
 
a) parking 
b) to park 
c) to parking 
d) car park 
 
4. Have you ever _________ the speed limit? 
 
break 
broke 
broked 
broken 
 
5. It was icy, so when I ________ the car didn’t stop in time and I had a bit of an 
accident. 
 
a) break 
b) broke 
c) braked 
d) accelerated 
 
6. Which of the directions is not appropriate for a car driver? 
 
a) Go straight over at the lights 
b) It’s the first turning on you left, you can’t miss it 
c) Cross over at the Zebra crossing 
d) If you see a big church on your left, you’ve gone too far 
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Quiz topic: On the road 
Answers: 
 
1. If we leave a bit earlier, we’ll miss __________ and get out of town in no time. 
 
a) hurry hour 
b) rush hour 
c) get your skates on hour 
d) dash hour 
 
What do you call the time in the morning and the evening when everyone travels at the 
same time and the roads are full of cars? 
This is what we call the time in the morning and the evening when everyone 
travels at the same time and the roads are full of cars. 
What do you call the time in the morning and the evening when everyone travels at the 
same time and the roads are full of cars? 
What do you call the time in the morning and the evening when everyone travels at the 
same time and the roads are full of cars? 
 
2. Look at that crazy driver. He must be _________ 160 kph!! 
 
a) driving 
b) doing 
c) making 
d) speeding 
 
You can drive at 160kph, but without a preposition, you need a different verb. 
You can ‘do + 160 kph’ e.g. My mother does 40kph everywhere! 
This is not correct. 
You might be stopped for speeding by the Police. 
 
3. I’m not driving into town, there’s absolutely nowhere _________. 
 
a) parking 
b) to park 
c) to parking 
d) car park 
 
‘Parking’ is not correct, what form of the verb follows ‘nowhere’? 
You could say ‘nowhere to go’, ‘something to eat’ or ‘anywhere to meet’. 
This is not correct. What form of the verb follows ‘nowhere’? 
This is a noun. What form of the verb follows ‘nowhere’? 
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4. Have you ever _________ the speed limit? 
 
a) break 
b) broke 
c) broked 
d) broken 
 
With questions beginning ‘Have you ever…?’ you need to use the past participle to 
complete the question. 
With questions beginning ‘Have you ever…?’ you need to use the past participle to 
complete the question. 
With questions beginning ‘Have you ever…?’ you need to use the past participle to 
complete the question. 
With questions beginning ‘Have you ever…?’ you need to use the past participle 
to complete the question, i.e. ‘broken’ 
 
5. It was icy, so when I ________ the car didn’t stop in time and I had a bit of an 
accident. 
 
a) break 
b) broke 
c) braked 
d) accelerated 
 
This is the wrong verb. Which verb means to try to stop your car? 
This is the wrong verb. Which verb means to try to stop your car? 
‘Braked’ is the past of ‘to brake’ – to slow or stop you car. 
This is the wrong verb. Which verb means to try to stop your car? 
 
6. Which of the directions is not appropriate for a car driver? 
 
a) Go straight over at the lights 
b) It’s the first turning on you left, you can’t miss it 
c) Cross over at the Zebra crossing 
d) If you see a big church on your left, you’ve gone too far 
 
This is not the correct answer. 
This is not the correct answer. 
These are instructions for someone who is walking – a pedestrian. 
This is not the correct answer.  


